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Abstract. In the setting of secure multiparty computation, a set of
parties wish to jointly compute some function of their inputs. Such a
computation must preserve certain security properties, like privacy and
correctness, even if some of the participating parties or an external adversary collude to attack the honest parties. Until this paper, all protocols
for general secure computation assumed that the parties can communicate reliably via authenticated channels. In this paper, we consider the
feasibility of secure computation without any setup assumption.
We consider a completely unauthenticated setting, where all messages
sent by the parties may be tampered with and modiﬁed by the adversary
(without the honest parties being able to detect this fact). In this model, it
is not possible to achieve the same level of security as in the authenticatedchannel setting. Nevertheless, we show that meaningful security guarantees can be provided. In particular, we deﬁne a relaxed notion of what it
means to “securely compute” a function in the unauthenticated setting.
Then, we construct protocols for securely realizing any functionality in
the stand-alone model, with no setup assumptions whatsoever. In addition, we construct universally composable protocols for securely realizing
any functionality in the common reference string model (while still in an
unauthenticated network). We also show that our protocols can be used
to provide conceptually simple and uniﬁed solutions to a number of problems that were studied separately in the past, including password-based
authenticated key exchange and non-malleable commitments.

1

Introduction

In the setting of secure multiparty computation, a set of parties with private
inputs wish to jointly compute some function of their inputs in a secure way.
Loosely speaking, the security requirements are that nothing is learned from the
protocol other than the output (privacy), and that the output is distributed according to the prescribed functionality (correctness). These security properties
must be guaranteed even when some subset of the parties and/or an external
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adversary maliciously and actively attack the protocol with the aim of compromising the honest parties’ security.
Since the introduction of this problem in the 1980’s [25,17,2,10], the research
in this area has not subsided. The area has produced hundreds of papers that deal
with many aspects of the problem. Works have included the deﬁnitional issues
of secure computation, protocols with low round and communication complexity, protocols that rely on a wide variety of computational assumptions, lower
bounds, security under composition and much much more.
Interestingly, one assumption that has appeared in all of the works in the
ﬁeld of secure computation until now is that authenticated channels exist between
the parties. That is, it has always been assumed that the participating parties
can communicate reliably with each other, without adversarial interference. In
particular, the adversary is unable to send messages in the name of honest parties, or modify messages that the honest parties send to each other. There seem
to be two main reasons that this assumption was always considered. First, the
common belief was that these channels can easily be achieved, either through
a physical designated channel connecting every pair of parties, or more realistically, via the deployment of a public-key infrastructure that can be used for
implementing secure digital signatures. Second, it was assumed that no meaningful security guarantees can be provided in a distributed setting, unless honest
parties can reliably communicate with each other.
Despite the above common belief, in real life the assumption that authenticated channels can be easily achieved is actually very problematic. It is clear that
physical channels are generally unrealistic. In addition, a fully deployed publickey infrastructure is also far from reach. That is, although we can typically
expect that most servers have an appropriate certiﬁcate for digital signatures,
it is unreasonable today to require every participant (client) to also have one.
This observation leads us to the following natural question:
What security can be obtained in a network without any authentication
mechanism?
As we have seen, this question has important ramiﬁcations regarding the usefulness of secure multiparty protocols in real-world settings. However, it is also
of great theoretical interest. In general, the theory of cryptography aims at understanding what tasks can be securely solved and under what (complexity and
other) assumptions. Considered in this light, it is most natural to examine what
security can be achieved in a setting with no setup assumptions whatsoever.
In addition to highlighting the borders of feasibility and infeasibility for secure
computation, answering this question enhances our understanding of the role of
authentication in secure computation (detailed discussion follows).
Security Without Authenticated Channels. For simplicity, we begin by
considering the important case of two-party protocols in an unauthenticated
network. An immediate but important observation is that an adversary in such
a network can simply “disconnect” the honest parties completely, and engage in
separate executions with each of the two parties. Such an attack is unavoidable
since there is no authentication between the parties. Therefore, the parties have
no way of distinguishing the case that they interact with each other from the
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case that they each interact separately with a third party (in this case, the
adversary). Given that this is an inherent limitation, our aim is to guarantee
that this is the only attack that the adversary can carry out. More speciﬁcally,
our notion of security guarantees that the adversary is limited to pursuing one
of the two following strategies:
1. Message relaying: In this strategy, the adversary honestly relays the communication between the two parties, allowing them to perform their computation as if they were communicating over an authenticated channel.
2. Independent executions: In this strategy, the adversary intercepts the communication between the parties and engages in “independent” executions with
each of them. That is, for parties A and B, the adversary can run an execution with A while playing B’s role, and an execution with B while playing A’s
role. The security guarantee here is that the adversary is unable to make one
execution depend on the other. Rather, the adversary must essentially choose
an input for each execution and then run each execution as if it was running
by itself. We remark that such “full” independence is actually impossible to
achieve because the adversary can always run a complete execution with one
of the parties, and then subsequently use the output it already received in
order to choose its input for the execution with the other party. Therefore,
our security deﬁnition guarantees that the only dependence the adversary can
achieve is due to running the executions sequentially and choosing its input
in the second execution after receiving its output from the ﬁrst.
When considering the two-party case, the above security notion is a direct extension of the notion of non-malleability, introduced by Dolev, Dwork and Naor
[11]. The work of [11] considered the speciﬁc tasks of encryption, commitments
and zero-knowledge proofs. Here, we generalize these ideas to the more general
concept of two-party (and multiparty) computation.
The same line of reasoning can be applied to analyze what is possible also in
the case of multi-party protocols. Speciﬁcally, an adversary can always partition
the honest parties into disjoint subsets. Then, given this partition, the adversary
can run separate (and independent) executions with each subset in the partition,
where in an execution with a given subset of honest parties H, the adversary
plays the roles of all the parties outside of H. We guarantee that this is the only
attack the adversary can carry out. In particular, we consider an adversary who
interacts with a set of parties who are each willing to run a single execution
(with each other). Our deﬁnition then states that although the adversary can
actually run many executions with subsets of parties, it is guaranteed that:
1. The subsets of honest parties are disjoint,
2. Once a subset of honest parties is chosen, it is ﬁxed for the duration of the
protocol, and
3. The only dependence between the executions is due to the capability of
the adversary to run the executions sequentially and choose its inputs as a
function of the outputs from executions that have already terminated.
We remark that within each subset of parties, the execution that takes place is
actually the same as when there are authenticated channels.
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The Main Result

Our main result is a general proof of feasibility for stand-alone computation
in the unauthenticated network setting. That is, we show that it is possible to
securely compute any functionality according to the above security guarantees,
even in a network with no setup assumptions whatsoever. This is in contrast
to the widely held belief that authenticated channels, or some other setup, is a
necessity for obtaining meaningful security. As an unusual step, before discussing
the deﬁnition in more detail, we will ﬁrst present the high-level idea behind our
protocol. We feel that presenting the results in this order actually makes them
easier to understand, especially because our protocol is in fact very simple.
It is clear that in order to run any of the known protocols for secure computation, authenticated channels are required. Our protocol for the unauthenticated
setting is therefore comprised of two stages. In the ﬁrst stage, some authenticated channels are set up. Then, in the second stage, a secure protocol is run on
top of these authenticated channels. The basic idea of the protocol is:
Stage 1 – link initialization: In this stage, each party Pi generates a pair
of signing and veriﬁcation keys (si , vi ) and sends the signature veriﬁcation key
vi to all other parties. In addition, after receiving veriﬁcation keys vj from all
other parties, Pi signs on the series of all keys received (with its secret signing
key si ) and sends the signature σi to all other parties. Finally, each Pi checks
that the signature it generated and all the signatures that it received refer to
the same set of veriﬁcation keys.
The idea behind this step is as follows. Let Pi and Pj be honest parties,
let vi be the veriﬁcation key sent by Pi to Pj , and let vj be the key sent by
Pj to Pi . Since these keys are sent over unauthenticated channels, there is no
guarantee that Pi will actually receive vi and not some vi = vi generated by the
adversary (and likewise for Pj ). However, if Pi and Pj do receive each other’s
real keys, then they can set up a secure channel between them. In particular
Pi has a veriﬁcation key vj associated with a secret signing-key known only
to Pj , and vice versa. Thus, digital signatures can be used in a standard way
in order to achieve authenticated communication between Pi and Pj . We note
that if Pi received vj (i.e., the key sent by Pj ), then it will only continue if Pj
received the exact same set of keys as Pi . This is guaranteed by the fact that the
parties also sign on all the keys that they received. Thus, if Pj received diﬀerent
keys than Pi , then its signature σj will not include the same keys Pi received.
When Pi receives the signature from Pj , it will therefore detect that adversarial
interference has taken place, and so will abort. (Note that by our assumption
here Pi already received vj as generated by Pj , and so the adversary cannot
hand Pi any other signature without breaking the signature scheme.)
From the above, we have that at the end of this stage, if Pi and Pj received
each other’s keys, then they have a secure bidirectional channel between them
and they received the same set of veriﬁcation keys. In contrast, if this is not
the case, then we are guaranteed that their views of the veriﬁcation keys are
diﬀerent. As we will show, this actually deﬁnes a partition of the honest parties
so that (1) within each partition all of the honest parties hold each others’
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veriﬁcation keys (and so all have mutually authenticated channels), and (2) the
honest parties in diﬀerent partitions have diﬀerent views of the veriﬁcation keys.
Stage 2 – secure computation using the generated links: In this stage,
the parties run a protocol on top of the authenticated channels generated in the
link initialization phase. The basic idea is to force the executions of the diﬀerent
subsets of honest parties, as deﬁned by the above partition, to be independent.
In order to do this, we view the series of veriﬁcation keys as a session identiﬁer.
Then, we run a protocol for the authenticated channels model that is secure under
concurrent composition, and guarantees independence between executions with
diﬀerent session identiﬁers. (We need security under concurrent composition, because diﬀerent executions with diﬀerent subsets may be run concurrently.)
As can be seen from the above protocol, and as we have discussed above, the only
power provided to the adversary here is the ability to partition the honest parties
into disjoint subsets and run separate executions with each set. (This adversarial
“attack” can be carried out on any protocol in the unauthenticated model, and is
not due to a weakness of our protocol.) We therefore model security by allowing
the adversary to carry out such an “attack” in the ideal model as well. However,
rather than modifying the standard ideal model, our basic deﬁnition of security
is actually the same as in the standard model with authenticated channels and
no honest majority. Then, the additional power awarded to the adversary here is
modeled by modifying the deﬁnition of the functionality that is to be computed.
That is, for any functionality F to be realized by two or more parties, we deﬁne
a relaxed version of F called split-F , or sF , which is an interactive functionality
and works as follows. Functionality sF lets the adversary deﬁne disjoint sets of
parties, called authentication sets. Then, a separate and independent instance of
the original functionality F is invoked for each authentication set. In an ideal
execution of F for a given authentication set, functionality sF also allows the
adversary to play the roles of all the honest parties not in the set (i.e., providing
their inputs and receiving their outputs). In the two-party case, the adversary
can either choose a single authentication set containing both parties (and then
it cannot do anything more than in the authenticated channels model), or it can
choose two authentication sets, each containing a single party (and so it must
run an independent and separate execution with each party).
Theorem 1 (unauthenticated stand-alone computation): Assume the existence
of collision-resistant hash functions and enhanced trapdoor permutations,1 and
consider the stand-alone model with no setup whatsoever. Then, for any probabilistic polynomial-time multiparty functionality F there exists a protocol that
securely computes the split functionality sF , in the presence of static, malicious
adversaries.
Theorem 1 holds irrespective of the number of corrupted parties. In particular, this
means that no honest majority is assumed (and therefore fairness and output delivery are not guaranteed, as is standard for this setting). We stress that unlike the
setting of authenticated channels, here it would not help even if we did assume that
1

See [19, Appendix C.1] for the deﬁnition of enhanced trapdoor permutations.
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a large fraction of the parties are honest. This is due to the fact that the adversary
can always choose all the subsets to be small, thereby ensuring an honest minority
in each execution (and making it impossible to prevent an adversarial early abort).
We stress that although Theorem 1 constitutes a “general feasibility result”,
the security guarantee obtained is far weaker than that of the authenticated
channels model. For example, agreement-type problems cannot be solved in this
model, and indeed the split-functionality formalization explicitly removes all
ﬂavor of agreement (note that honest parties in diﬀerent subsets run independent
executions and so clearly cannot agree on anything).
Concurrency in a Stand-Alone World. From the above informal description
of our protocol we see that the stand-alone setting with unauthenticated channels implicitly enables the adversary to run concurrent executions with diﬀerent
sets of honest parties. Thus, the protocol that is used in the second stage must
be secure under concurrent composition. However, an important observation here
is that when there are n honest parties, the adversary can force at most n concurrent executions (because the sets are disjoint and each honest party runs only
once). It therefore follows that we only need security under bounded concurrency,
which is fortunately much easier to achieve. (See [21] for impossibility results
for the setting of unbounded concurrency, in contrast to the feasibility results
of [20,23] and speciﬁcally for our use [24] when the concurrency is bounded.)
Entity Authentication Versus Session Authentication. One interesting
corollary of our results is a more explicit distinction between entity authentication and session authentication. Entity authentication relates to a situation where
a party A can verify that messages that it received in the name of party B were indeed sent by B. In contrast, session authentication relates to the fact that a party
A establishes an authenticated channel with some other ﬁxed party within a protocol execution or session. Party A does not know the identity of the party with
whom it holds the channel; however, it knows that if the party is honest, then the
adversary cannot interfere with any messages that are sent on the channel. This
distinction is not new, and appears already in [11]. However, our results make
it more explicit. Indeed, in the ﬁrst stage of our protocol, we carry out a “session authentication protocol”. Then, in the second stage, secure computation is
carried out on top of this. By including entity authentication into the secure protocol of the second stage (or equivalently into the functionality being computed),
we obtain an explicit separation of session authentication from entity authentication. This separation enables the entity authentication to be carried out on top
of the session authentication, and in many diﬀerent ways. Speciﬁcally, within the
same execution, diﬀerent parties may use diﬀerent authentication mechanisms
like passwords, digital signatures, interactive authentication protocols and so on.
1.2 Additional Results and Applications
The above result is of interest due to the fact that it requires no setup assumption
whatsoever. However, it only holds for the rather limited stand-alone model. In
this section, we brieﬂy discuss some extensions and applications of this result.
Formal statements and proofs of these results will appear in the full version of
this paper.
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UC Protocols Without Authenticated Channels. Universal composability
(UC) is a deﬁnition of security with the property that any protocol that is UCsecure is guaranteed to remain secure under concurrent general composition [4]
(i.e., when it is run many times concurrently with arbitrary other protocols). As in
the stand-alone model, all UC-secure protocols until today assumed the existence
of authenticated channels. We therefore extend our results to this setting.
We ﬁrst note that in this setting, there is no hope of succeeding without setup
assumptions. This is due to the fact that broad impossibility results for obtaining
UC security have been demonstrated, even when there are authenticated channels [5,4,7]. We therefore consider the feasibility of obtaining UC-security without authenticated channels, but in the common reference string (CRS) model,
where it is assumed that all parties have access to a single string that was chosen
according to some predetermined distribution. In the CRS model and assuming
authenticated channels, it has been shown that UC-secure protocols exist for
essentially every functionality [8]. We combine our “link-initialization” protocol,
as described above, with the protocol of [8] in order to achieve UC-secure protocols that compute essentially any split functionality sF in the CRS model with
unauthenticated channels.
This combination of setup assumptions may seem strange. However, ﬁrst note
that at the very least, our result reduces the setup assumptions required for obtaining UC-security. More importantly, we argue that the assumption regarding
a CRS is incomparable to that of authenticated channels. On the one hand, the
generation of a CRS requires global trust of a stronger nature than that required
for authenticated channels. On the other hand, it requires that only one string
is generated and posted on some “secure bulletin board”. In contrast, setting up
authenticated channels essentially requires that all parties obtain a certiﬁcate for
digital signatures. We also note that a common reference string by itself does not
provide the means for parties to authenticate themselves to each other. Indeed,
it is impossible to construct authenticated channels from unauthenticated ones
even in the CRS model.
Partially Authenticated Networks. So far, we have discussed the completely
unauthenticated setting, and have contrasted it to the standard completely authenticated setting. However, the most realistic setting is actually that of a
partially authenticated network, where some of the parties have authenticated
links and others do not. In addition, the authentication on these links may be
unidirectional or bidirectional. For example, consider the case that only some of
the parties have certiﬁcates for public (signature) keys as part of an implemented
public-key infrastructure. Current protocols guarantee nothing in this setting.
However, this is the real setting of the Internet today. We should be able to use
a secure auction protocol, even if the only party who has a certiﬁcate is the auctioneer (in this case, all parties can obtain authenticated communication from
the auctioneer, but that is all). In the full version of this paper, we show how to
use our results in order to obtain secure computation in a partially authenticated
network, while utilizing the authenticated links that do exist.
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Password-Based Authenticated Key-Exchange. One problem that has received much attention, and is cast in the setting without authenticated channels,
is that of password-based key exchange. Our results can also be applied to this
problem. First, note that our deﬁnitional framework provides a way of modeling the problem easily within the setting of secure computation. Speciﬁcally, we
deﬁne a functionality F as follows. Each party provides an input; if the inputs
are equal, then F provides each with a long random value; if the inputs are not
equal, then F hands ⊥ to each party. Of course, the inputs we are referring to
here are the parties’ secret passwords.
The functionality F , as deﬁned, does not enable the adversary to make online password guesses, which is possible in password based key-exchange schemes.
However, the transformation of F to its split functionality sF provides this exact
capability. Thus, the problem of securely computing sF is exactly the problem
of obtaining secure password-based authenticated key exchange. In particular,
if the adversary plays a message relay strategy, then the parties will succeed
in obtaining a shared secret key. In contrast, if the adversary runs independent
executions, then the adversary will obtain exactly two password guesses. Furthermore, if the adversary guesses incorrectly, then the parties will obtain ⊥. We
note that this deﬁnition is essentially the same as that proposed in [6].
Our result therefore yields a conceptually simple framework and deﬁnition for
solving this problem. Furthermore, we improve on previous solutions as follows.
First, applying our ﬁrst theorem we obtain secure password-based authenticated
key-exchange in a setting with no setup assumptions. The only previously-known
protocols to achieve this (without using random oracles) are [14,22]. Comparing
our result to [14,22] we have the following advantages. First, we obtain a stronger
security guarantee for the parties. Speciﬁcally, we guarantee exactly two password guesses per execution, rather than a constant or even polynomial number
of guesses. Furthermore, these guesses are explicit (see [6] for a discussion about
why this is advantageous). Second, our solution directly generalizes to password
authentication protocols for multiple parties (whereas previous solutions only
work for two parties). We note that like [14,22], our password-based protocol for
the model with no setup assumptions (beyond the passwords themselves) is only
secure if the same password is not used in concurrent executions of the protocol.
In addition to the above, we can apply our UC-secure protocol and obtain
UC-secure password-based authenticated key-exchange in the common reference
string model. This problem was previously considered by [6], who present highly
eﬃcient protocols based on speciﬁc assumptions. In contrast, we obtain protocols
less eﬃcient protocols, based on general assumptions. In addition, we can also
extend our result to the setting of adaptive adversaries.
Alternative Authentication Mechanisms. Passwords are just one mechanism for authenticating parties. Due to the generality of our result which demonstrates that any function can be securely computed, we can obtain secure protocols for other, non-standard ways for parties to authenticate each other. The only
requirement for accommodating these methods is that they can be described by
an eﬃcient functionality (and thus can be incorporated into stage 2 of the protocol). For example, we can accommodate “fuzzy” authentication where parties
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are authenticated if they pass at least k out of n “authentication tests”, such as
remembering the names of at least three of your childhood friends. Our solutions
can also work in the case where parties are considered authenticated if they can
perform some non-trivial computational task, like the “proof of work” in the
anti-spam work of [12]. Finally, our protocols can be used to obtain “anonymous
authentication” where two or more parties wish to authenticate themselves to
each other based on useful data which they hold, as in the case of peer-to-peer
and overlay networks.
Non-malleable Commitments. We remark that non-malleable commitments
[11] can be obtained using our results in a similarly simple manner. Namely, deﬁne F to be a non-interactive (and potentially malleable) commitment function.
Then, a protocol that securely computes sF constitutes a non-malleable commitment. This protocol does not improve on other known results. Nevertheless,
it demonstrates the power of our general framework.

2

Split Functionalities

Due to the lack of space in this abstract, we will not present the deﬁnitions of
secure computation. We refer the reader to [19, Chapter 7] for motivation and
deﬁnitions. We note that we consider reactive functionalities here; see [4, Full
version] for a formal discussion of this notion. Informally, the setting of secure
computation with reactive functionalities is very similar to that of the more familiar “secure function evaluation”. In the setting of secure function evaluation,
an ideal model is deﬁned where all parties send there inputs to a trusted party
who computes the output and sends it back. When considering reactive functionalities, the only diﬀerence is that inputs and outputs can be provided interactively
and at diﬀerent stages. Thus, the trusted party interacts with the honest parties
and the adversary multiple times, as speciﬁed by the code of the functionality.
In this section, we deﬁne what it means to realize an ideal functionality in an
unauthenticated network without any setup. Before doing so, we remark that an
unauthenticated network is formally modeled by having all communication go
via the adversary. Thus, when a party Pi wishes to send a message m to Pj , it
essentially just hands the tuple (Pi , Pj , m) to the adversary. It is then up to the
adversary to deliver whatever message it wishes to Pj . We also remark that in
the ideal model that we consider here, the communication between the honest
parties and the trusted party remains ideally private and authenticated. Thus,
the only change is to the real model.
We now proceed to the deﬁnition. As we have mentioned above, deﬁning
security in the unauthenticated model essentially involves deﬁning a class of
“split functionalities” that speciﬁes the code of the trusted party in an ideal
execution.2 As we have mentioned, this class of functionalities enables the idealmodel adversary to split the honest parties into disjoint sets, called authentication
2

As we have mentioned, this set of instructions for the trusted party could be incorporated into the deﬁnition of the ideal model. Equivalently, we have chosen to leave
the ideal-model unchanged, and instead modify the functionality to be realized.
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sets, in an adaptive way. The parties in each authentication set H then run a
separate ideal execution with the trusted party. However, each such execution
has the property that the adversary plays the roles of all the parties not in H (i.e.,
the parties that complete H to the full set of parties). Our speciﬁc formulation
below provides three important guarantees:
1. An authentication set must be ﬁxed before any computation in the set begins
(and thus an authentication set cannot be chosen on the basis of the inputs
of the honest parties in that set);
2. The computation within each set is secure in the standard sense (as in the
case that authenticated channels are assumed);
3. The computation in a set is independent of the computations in other sets,
except for the inputs provided by the adversary, which can be correlated to
the outputs that it has received from computations with other authentication
sets that have already been completed.
We now proceed to formalize the above. Let F be an ideal functionality. We
deﬁne the relaxation of F , called split-F or sF , in Figure 1. We note that the
functionality is slightly more involved than what is needed for the stand-alone
case. The additional complications are included so that the same functionality
will also be useful for the UC setting.
The Split Functionality sF – Explanation. In the initialization stage of
the functionality, the adversary adaptively chooses subsets of honest parties H
(the adaptivity relates to the fact that an authentication set can be chosen and
a full execution completed, before the next authentication set is chosen). The
adversary can choose any subsets that it wishes under the following constraints:
First, the subsets must be disjoint. Second, the adversary must choose a unique
session identiﬁer sidH for each authentication set H.
In the computation stage of the functionality sF , each set H is provided with
a diﬀerent and independent copy of F . This means that each set H essentially
runs a separate ideal execution of F . In each such execution, the parties Pi ∈ H
provide their own inputs, and the adversary provides the inputs for all Pj ∈
/ H.
This reﬂects the fact that in each execution, the roles of the parties outside of
the authentication set are played by the adversary. Similarly, the parties Pi ∈ H
all receive their speciﬁed outputs as computed by their copy of F . However, the
adversary receives all of its own outputs, as well as the outputs of the parties
/ H (as is to be expected, since it plays the role of all of these parties in
Pj ∈
the execution). We stress that there is no interaction whatsoever between the
diﬀerent copies of F run by sF .
The Functionality sF – Remarks:
1. The requirement that the authentication sets are disjoint guarantees that
all the parties in an authentication set have consistent views of the interaction. In particular, each party participates in only one execution, and this is
consistent with the other parties in its set.
2. sF requires the adversary to provide a unique identiﬁer, sidH for each authentication set. This identiﬁer is used to diﬀerentiate between the various
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Functionality sF
For parties P1 , . . . , Pn and a given F, functionality sF proceeds as follows:
Initialization:
1. Upon receiving a message (Init, sid) from a party Pi , send (Init, Pi ) to
the adversary.
2. Upon receiving a message (Init, sid, Pi , H, sidH ) from the adversary, verify that party Pi previously sent (Init,sid), that the list H of party identities includes Pi , and that for all previously recorded sets H  , it holds
that either (1) H and H  are disjoint and sidH = sidH  , or (2) H = H 
and sidH = sidH  . If any condition fails then do nothing. Otherwise,
record the pair (H, sidH ), send (Init, sid, sidH ) to Pi , and initialize a
new instance of the original functionality F with session identiﬁer sidH .
Let FH denote this instance of F.
Computation:
1. Upon receiving a message (Input, sid, v) from party Pi , ﬁnd the set H
such that Pi ∈ H, and forward the copy of the functionality FH the
message v from Pi . If no such H is found then ignore the message.
2. Upon receiving a message (Input, sid, H, Pj , v) from the adversary, if FH
is initialized and Pj ∈
/ H, then forward v to FH as if coming from party
Pj . Otherwise, ignore the message.
3. When a copy FH generates an output v for party Pi ∈ H, functionality
/ H or for the
sF sends v to Pi . When the output is for a party Pj ∈
adversary, sF sends the output to the adversary.
Fig. 1. The split version of ideal functionality F

copies of F . Furthermore, this identiﬁer is outputted explicitly to all the parties in this set. This is an important security guarantee: while the parties do
not know, of course, which are the authentication sets, they have “evidence”
of the set they are in. In particular, a global entity that sees the outputs
of all parties can determine the authentication sets from the outputs alone.
In a sense, this forces the adversary in the ideal process to mimic the same
partitioning to authentication sets as in the protocol execution.
3. The above formalization of sF assumes for simplicity that the number and
identities of the parties is known in advance. However, this requirement is
not essential and neither the number of parties nor their identities need to
be known in advance. Furthermore, they can be determined adaptively by
the adversary as the computation proceeds. In this case, the only diﬀerence
is that each party needs to receive the set of parties with which it should
interact as part of its ﬁrst input.

3

Obtaining Split Authentication

In this section, we show how to securely implement a link initialization phase. We
proceed in two steps. First, we present an ideal functionality Fsa that captures
the property of authentication within an authentication set. Next, we present
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a simple protocol that UC-securely computes the Fsa functionality in the bare
model, without any setup. In Section 4 we will use the Fsa functionality in order
to obtain secure protocols for any split functionality sF .
3.1

The Split Authentication Functionality Fsa

The split authentication functionality Fsa is essentially a functionality that enables parties in the same authentication set to communicate in a reliable way.
In particular, if the adversary wishes to deliver a message m to a party Pj with
an alleged sender Pi , then Fsa proceeds as follows:
1. If the authentication set H of Pj is not yet determined (i.e., Pj does not
appear in any set H), then the delivery request is ignored. Otherwise:
2. If Pi is not in the same authentication set as Pj , then m is delivered as
requested, regardless of whether it was actually sent by Pi .
3. If Pi and Pj are in the same authentication set, then the message is delivered
to Pj only if it was sent by Pi and not yet delivered.
Formally, Fsa is the split functionality of the functionality Fauth deﬁned in
Figure 2 (we note that Fauth here is a “multiple-session extension” of the Fauth
functionality deﬁned in [4]). In other words, we deﬁne Fsa = sFauth .
Functionality Fauth
Fauth interacts with an adversary and parties P1 , . . . , Pn as follows:
1. Upon receiving (send, sid, Pi , Pj , m) from Pi , send (Pi , Pj , m) to the adversary and add (Pi , Pj , m) to an (initially empty) list W of waiting messages. Note that the same entry can appear multiple times in the list.
2. Upon receiving (deliver, sid, Pi , Pj , m) from the adversary, if there
is a message (Pi , Pj , m) ∈ W then remove it from W and send
(received, sid, Pi , Pj , m) to Pj . Otherwise do nothing.
Fig. 2. The authentication functionality Fauth

3.2

Realizing Fsa

In this section, we present a simple protocol for securely computing Fsa in the
bare model without any setup. The protocol that we present is actually UCsecure. This is important for two reasons. First, it is useful for achieving the
extension of our results to the UC setting. Second, it enables us to claim that
it remains secure even when run concurrently with any other protocol. This will
be important in our ﬁnal protocol (presented in Section 4) where the protocol
for computing Fsa is run together with the protocol of [23].
Our protocol uses a signature scheme that is existentially unforgeable against
chosen message attacks as in [15] and is reminiscent of the technique used in
[11] to construct non-malleable encryption. On a high-level our protocol also
resembles the Byzantine Agreement protocol of [13] (although the goal and the
actual protocol is very diﬀerent). The main idea of the protocol has already been
described in the introduction. We therefore proceed directly to its description.
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I. Link Initialization: Upon input (Init, sid), each party Pi proceeds

as follows:
1. Pi chooses a key pair (V Ki , SKi ) for the signature scheme.
2. Pi sends V Ki to all parties Pj . (Recall that in an unauthenticated network, sending
m to Pj only means that the message (Pi , Pj , m) is given to the adversary.)
3. Pi waits until it receives keys from every Pj , for j ∈ [n], j = i. (Recall that these
keys are actually received from the adversary and do not necessarily correspond
to keys sent by other parties.) Denote by V Kij the key that Pi received from
Pj and denote V Kii = V Ki . Now, let V Ki1 , . . . , V Kin be the same set of keys
V Ki1 , . . . , V Kin arranged in ascending lexicographic order. If there are two keys
that are the same, then Pi halts. Otherwise, Pi deﬁnes sidi = V Ki1 , . . . , V Kin .
4. Pi computes σi = SignSKi (sidi ) and sends αi = (sidi , σi ) to all parties Pj .
5. Pi waits until it receives an αj message from every Pj , for j ∈ [n], j = i. Denote by
αij = (sidij , σij ) the pair that Pi received from Pj and denote αii = αi . Then, Pi
checks that for every j, Verify V Ki (sidij , σij ) = 1 and that sidi1 = sidi2 = · · · =
j
sidin . If all of these checks pass, then Pi outputs (Init, sid, sidi ).
II. Authenticating Messages:
1. Pi initializes a counter c to zero.
2. When Pi has input (send, sid, Pi , Pj , m), meaning that it wishes to send a message
m to Pj , then it signs on m together with sidi , the recipient identity, and the
counter value. That is, Pi computes σ = SignSKi (sidi , m, Pj , c), sends (Pi , m, c, σ)
to Pj , and increments c.
3. Upon receiving a message (Pj , m, c, σ) allegedly from Pj , party Pi ﬁrst veriﬁes that
c did not appear in a message received from Pj in the past. It then veriﬁes that
σ is a valid signature on (sidi , m, Pi , c), using the veriﬁcation key V Kij . If the
veriﬁcation succeeds, then it outputs (received, sid, Pj , Pi , m).

We have the following theorem:
Theorem 2 Assume that the signature scheme used in Protocol 1 is existentially
secure against chosen message attacks. Then, Protocol 1 securely computes the
Fsa functionality under the UC-deﬁnition in the presence of malicious, adaptive
adversaries, and in the bare model with no setup whatsoever.
Proof Sketch: We show that for any adversary A there exists an ideal-process
adversary (i.e., a simulator) S such that no environment Z can tell with nonnegligible probability whether it is interacting with parties running Protocol
1 and adversary A, or with Fsa and simulator S. The simulator S internally
invokes A and perfectly simulates the honest parties interacting with A. Then,
when an honest party Pi in the internal simulation by S completes its link
initialization phase and computes sidi , simulator S determines the set H of Pi
to be the set of parties for which sidi contain their “authentic” veriﬁcation keys.
Next, when A delivers a signed message to some Pi , simulator S asks Fsa to
deliver the message to Pi in the ideal process only if the internally simulated
honest party would accept the signature, according to the protocol speciﬁcation.
More speciﬁcally, S locally runs an interaction between A and simulated copies
of all the parties. In addition:
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1. All messages from the external Z to S are forwarded to the internal A, and
all messages that A wishes to send to Z are externally forwarded by S to Z.
2. Whenever S receives a message that an honest party Pi sent an (Init, sid)
message to Fsa , simulator S simulates the actions of an honest Pi in the
link initialization phase of Protocol 1.
3. Whenever an internally simulated party Pi completes the link initialization
phase with sidi , simulator S determines the set Hi to be the set of honest
parties Pj such that the authentic veriﬁcation key sent by Pj is included in
sidi . (Recall that S internally runs all the honest parties, so it can do this.)
S then checks that for all previously computed sets H, it holds that either:
– Hi and H are disjoint and sidHi = sidH , or
– Hi = H and sidHi = sidH .
If this holds, then S sends (Init, sid, Pi , Hi , sidi ) to Fsa . Otherwise, S halts
and outputs fail1.
4. Whenever S receives a message (send, sid, Pi , Pj , m) from Fsa where Pi is
honest, simulator S simulates the actions of an honest Pi sending a message
m in the authentication phase of Protocol 1.
5. Whenever an internally simulated party Pi outputs (received, sid, Pj , Pi , m)
in the simulation, S works as follows. If Pj is corrupted, then S instructs
Pj to send an appropriate send message to Fsa . Likewise, if Pj is not in the
same authentication set as Pi , then S sends the appropriate send message to
Fsa itself. Then, S sends Fsa the message (deliver, Pj , Pi , m), instructing it
to deliver m to Pi from Pj .3 If the request is not fulﬁlled then S halts and
outputs fail2.
6. Whenever A corrupts a party Pi , simulator S hands A the state of the
internally simulated Pi .
It is straightforward to verify that as long as S does not output fail1 or fail2,
the view of Z in the ideal-model is identical to its view in a real execution of
Protocol 1. (This is due to the fact that unless a fail occurs, S just mimics the
actions of the honest parties. In addition, the local outputs of the honest parties
in the internal simulation correspond exactly to the outputs of the actual honest
parties in the ideal model.) It therefore suﬃces to show that S outputs a fail
message with at most negligible probability.
We ﬁrst show that S outputs a fail1 message with at most negligible probability. Below, we refer only to honest parties in the authentication sets because S
never includes corrupted parties in these sets. There are three events that could
cause a fail1 message:
1. There exist two honest parties Pi and Pj for whom S deﬁnes sets Hi and Hj
such that Hi = Hj , and yet sidi = sidj : In order to see that this event cannot
occur with non-negligible probability, notice that S only deﬁnes sets Hi and
Hj for parties that conclude the Link Initialization portion of the protocol
and places Pi and Pj in the same set if they received each others “authentic”
3

Note that if Pj is honest and is in the same authentication set as Pi then S does not
begin with a send message, but rather immediately sends a deliver message.
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veriﬁcation keys. By the signatures sent at the end of link initialization phase,
it follows that either at least one of the parties aborts, or the adversary forged
a signature relative to either Pi or Pj ’s veriﬁcation key, or Pi and Pj both
conclude with the same sid. (We note that the reduction here to the security
of the signature scheme is straightforward.)
2. There exist two sets Hi = Hj that are not disjoint: Let Pi ∈ Hi ∩ Hj be
an honest party. Then, using the same arguments as above, except with
negligible probability, Pi must have the same sid as all the honest parties
in Hi and all the honest parties in Hj . Thus, all of the parties in Hi ∪ Hj
have the same sid. Since this sid is comprised of the parties veriﬁcation
keys, it must hold that all parties in Hi ∪ Hj received each other’s authentic
veriﬁcation keys. By the construction of S, it therefore holds that Hi = Hj .
3. There exist two sets Hi = Hj , and yet sidi = sidj : We have already seen
that by the construction of S, if sidi = sidj then Hi = Hj .
It remains to show that S outputs fail2 with at most negligible probability. This
occurs if S sends a (deliver, Pj , Pi , m) message to Fsa where Pi is honest, and
the message is not actually delivered to Pi . By the deﬁnition of Fsa (and in
general split functionalities), this can only occur if Pj is honest, and Pi and Pj
are in the same authentication set H. (We ignore trivialities here like the case
that H is not deﬁned.) In order to see this, notice that if Pj is corrupted, then
S ﬁrst instructs it to send a send message to Fsa and so S’s deliver message
would not be ignored. The same is true in the case that Pi and Pj are not in
the same authentication set (because then S ﬁrst sends the send message itself).
Now, if Pi and Pj are in the same authentication set, then they both hold each
others “authentic” veriﬁcation keys (as shown above). Furthermore, the deliver
message of S is only ignored if Pj did not previously send an appropriate send
message to Fsa . This implies that S did not generate a signature on (Pi , m, c) in
the internal simulation (see step 4 of the simulation by S), and yet Pi received
a valid signature on this message. Thus, it follows that A must have forged a
signature relative to the honest Pj ’s key. As above, such an adversary can be
used to break the signature, and the actual reduction is straightforward. We
conclude that the views of Z in the two interactions are statistically close.

4

General Functionalities in the Stand-Alone Model

In this section, we prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3 (Theorem 1 – restated): Assume the existence of collision-resistant
hash functions and enhanced trapdoor permutations, and consider the standalone model with no setup whatsoever. Then, for any probabilistic polynomialtime multiparty functionality F there exists a protocol that securely computes the
split functionality sF , in the presence of static, malicious adversaries.
Theorem 3 is obtained by combining Protocol 1 for securely computing Fsa
with the protocol of [23] for securely computing any functionality in the setting of
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bounded-concurrency. Recall that in this model, there is an a priori bound on the
number of protocol executions that can take place. As we have remarked above,
in the setting considered here, we know that at most n concurrent executions
can take place in a stand-alone execution with n parties in the unauthenticated
model. Therefore, bounded concurrency suﬃces.
Our protocol for securely computing any n-party split functionality sF works
by ﬁrst running the link initialization stage of Protocol 1, and obtaining a session
identiﬁer sid from this phase. Then, the protocol of [23] for securely computing F
(under n-bounded concurrent composition) is executed, using the identiﬁer sid
and authenticating all messages sent and received as described in Protocol 1.4
The intuition behind the security of this protocol is that Fsa guarantees
that all the honest parties in a given authentication set H are essentially connected via pairwise authenticated channels. Thus, the execution of the protocol
of [23] in our unauthenticated setting is the same as an execution of the protocol
of [23] in the authenticated channels model, where the participating parties are
comprised of the honest parties in H and n − |H| corrupted parties. Now, in
the unauthenticated model (by the deﬁnition of sF ), the adversary is allowed
to play the role of the n − |H| parties not in H. Therefore, the above protocol
suﬃces for securely computing the split functionality sF .
We note that the protocol of [23] relies on the existence of collision-resistant
hash functions and enhanced trapdoor permutations. Furthermore, given any
parameter m that is polynomial in the security parameter (and, in particular,
setting m to equal the number of parties n), it is possible to obtain a protocol
that remains secure for up to m concurrent executions, where in each execution
any subset of the parties may participate. We note that these subsets may overlap
in an arbitrary way, and security is still guaranteed. This point is crucial for our
above use of the protocol. Namely, in order to prove security we actually consider
a virtual network of 2n parties P1 , . . . , P2n where all parties Pn+1 , . . . , P2n are
corrupted. Then, for any authentication set H ⊆ {P1 , . . . , Pn } we consider an
execution of the protocol of [23] with the subset of parties comprised of every
/ H. Note that this deﬁnes a subset of exactly n
Pi ∈ H, and every Pn+j for Pj ∈
parties, where every party not in H is controlled by the adversary, as required.
The important point to note now, however, is that some Pn+j may participate in
many diﬀerent executions of the protocol of [23]. It is therefore crucial that [23]
remains secure when arbitrary subsets of parties run the protocol.
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